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Preface 
The thesis broadly deals with experimental investigations of several oxlde systems by em- 
ploylng a number of techniques The various aspects of investigations include electromc and 
magnetic properties, charge-order~ng and electronic phase segregation in rare earth manganates, 
spin-state transitions in rare earth cobaltates and insulator-metal transitions in Fe304 and V203 
Besides the measurements of electromc and magnetlc properties, infrared, Raman and Brlllouin 
spectroscopic techniques have been employed to study the various problems The thesis has 
been divided into three parts 
Part 1 describes the following experimental investigations of the rare earth manganates 
(I) Effect of the catlon size and sue-disorder on the magnetic and electron transport properties 
of Lao 7-,Ln,Sro 3Mn03 (Ln = Gd and Dy), (11) Novel effect of size-dlsorder on the electronic 
and magnetic properties of rare earth manganates of the type Lao 7-,LnXB% 3MnOs (Ln = Pr, 
Nd, Gd and Dy) wlth large average radius of the A-site catlons, (111) Magnetic properties of 
Lao a-,Ln,Sro 5Mn03 (Ln = Pr, Nd, Gd and Y), (iv) Fabrication of Lal-,Sr,Mn03 thln films 
using ion beam sputtering (IBS) techmque, (v) Brillouin scattering across the insulator-metal 
transition in Lao 77Cao 23Mn03, (vi) Brillouin and Raman scattering across the insulator-metal 
and chargeordering transitions in Ndo 5Sr0 5Mn03 and (vn) A comparative study of the electron- 
and holedoped compositions of single crystalline Ndl-,CaxMn03 (z = 0 4 and 0 6) by Brillouin 
scatterlng and other t e b q u e s  The results underscore the role of the size of the A-slte catlons, 
slze-dlsorder and related factors in determlnlng the properties 
Part 2 contans a study of spin-state transitions in rare earth cobaltates, which include 
an Infrared spectroscop~c study of the low-spm to ~ntermedlate-spin state ('Al - 3 ~ 1 )  transition 
in rare earth cobaltates, LnCo03 (Ln = La, Pr and Nd) and a Raman study of the temperature 
induced low-to-intermediate-spln state transition m Lac003 Part 3 contans Brlllouln scattering 
studies of insulator-metal transitions m Fe304 and Vz03 
